
Arbury 1400 Divan

Explore the Arbury 1400 Divan, a masterpiece of comfort and customisation that redefines your sleep experience. With a
versatile range of sizes and options, the Arbury 1400 Divan offers a tailored solution to your sleep needs. Base and
Mattress Options The Arbury 1400 Divan includes both the base and mattress, available in sizes ranging from 3'0'' to
6'0''. Choose the size that perfectly suits your space. Customisable Divan Configuration: Tailor your sleeping setup with
various options. Select from divans with no drawers, 2 drawers, or 4 drawers to meet your storage requirements. Feet
Options: Enhance convenience with the option to switch the standard feet to castors. Easily move the bed for cleaning or
other needs &ndash; just specify your preference in your order details. Vibrant Fabric Selection: Express your style with
the Arbury Divan's vibrant array of contemporary velvet fabrics or tweed. Make a statement with your choice of fabric.
Headboard Sold Separately The headboard showcased in the picture is available separately, allowing you to select the
headboard style that complements your personal taste.
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Products in this range:

5'0 Platform Top Set Divan
was £1475 Sale from £1165

Arbury 1400 Mattress Advanced Equasleep for Optimal Rest: The Arbury 1400 Mattress takes sleep technology to new
heights with Advanced Equasleep. This unique combination of memory technology and innovative fabric fibres regulates
surface temperature, contributing to a healthier and more comfortable night's sleep. Advanced 1400 Pocket Spring
System: Experience superior support with the advanced 1400 pocket spring system. Each spring is individually encased
for targeted comfort, enabling proper spinal alignment and pressure relief. AdvantEdge Encapsulation: The mattress is
fully encapsulated with AdvantEdge, offering a wider sleep surface and total comfort and support from edge to edge.
No-Turn Design: Designed for convenience, the Arbury 1400 Mattress is a no-turn mattress. Simply rotate it regularly by
180 degrees to extend its lifespan.
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